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Monday, August 3, 2009
WISSUP Fail
Referring to being the public voice for the so-called "West Bend Citizens for Safe Libraries",
Ginny Maziarka recently commented that "I wish someone else more skilled than myself would
take this over...."
Looking at the recent posts at WISSUP, it seems Ginny is indeed shifting her focus away from
this latest pet peeve. Readers of Ginny's flagship blog have recently been treated to the
following:













A story about a vendor whose lease wasn't renewed at a mall in North Carolina,
presumably because some patrons of the mall didn't like what he was selling
Next came a story about how much Ginny enjoyed a concert by Darryl Worley, known
best for his nude photos in Playgirl.
Then a post about the "Ready or Not...They’re Gay" book signing at Fireside, basically a
repeat of her rant from back in June. (This was at least tangentially related to the library
controversy)
Next, a random post confirming the existence of the website Gail.com.
Then, a pie recipe.
A symphony concert.
Next, a comment about President Obama supporters should expect rudeness and hostility
in public venues throughout Washington County.
Then, a post to Glenn Beck's ridiculous conspiracy theory about the government taking
over your personal computer if you visit the Cars.gov website (thoroughly debunked,
btw).
Then a repost of Boots & Sabers criticism of a letter to the newspaper about the library
controversy (that's the 2nd relevant post).
And finally, a post about the fictional hodag. (Huh?)

I fear Ginny is a bit burnt out. Good thing she has Dan Kleinman to help out with her Timeline
of "Oppression" and "Covert Involvement" of Evil Outsiders.

